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The Spanish received everything west of this line, territory that was still almost completely unknown. It had
been used for navigation in China by the 11th century and was adopted by the Arab traders in the Indian
Ocean. The sea route east by south to Cathay Henry the Navigator , prince of Portugal , initiated the first great
enterprise of the Age of Discoveryâ€”the search for a sea route east by south to Cathay. Christian missionaries
were also able to spread around the world during the Age of Exploration, helping Christianity become one of
the most widely practiced religions in the world. These charts specified proven ocean routes guided by coastal
landmarks: sailors departed from a known point, followed a compass heading, and tried to identify their
location by its landmarks. In this issue, we offer a rich sampling of the new scholarship. On the return voyage,
he sighted the Cape and set up a pillar upon it to mark its discovery. Defeat of the Spanish Armada, 8 August
by Philippe-Jacques de Loutherbourg, painted depicts the battle of Gravelines It was the northerners who also
became the great rivals to the Portuguese in Africa and around the Indian Ocean. The crucial breakthrough
was in when Bartolomeu Dias rounded the Cape of Good Hope and proved that access to the Indian Ocean
was possible. The invention of these types of sail made sailing around the western coast of Africa possible,
because of their ability to sail against the wind. Within two decades the barrier of the Sahara had been
overcome and trade in gold and slaves began in with what is today Senegal. England established the first
permanent colony in North America at Jamestown, Va. When the Yongle Emperor of China died, however,
the new Emperor advocated isolationism and abolished international exploration and trade. Caravels were
invented by Portuguese, they had more manoeuvrability and were essential to the Age of Discovery.
Expeditions made money primarily by discovering new trade routes for their nations. To prevent conflict
between Portugal and Castile the crown under which Columbus made the voyage , the Treaty of Tordesillas
was signed dividing the world into two regions of exploration, where each had exclusive rights to claim newly
discovered lands. In Vasco da Gama made good on this promise by reaching India. Opening the Americas
Great Britain and France also began seeking new trade routes and lands across the ocean. Travels were halted
abruptly after the emperor's death, as the Chinese lost interest in what they termed barbarian lands turning
inward, [21] and successor emperors felt the expeditions were harmful to the Chinese state; Hongxi Emperor
ended further expeditions and Xuande Emperor suppressed much of the information about Zheng He's
voyages. Additionally, technology and cultures were also shared. The compass spread to Europe by the late
12th or early 13th century. In "Ferdinand Magellan: Missing in Action," Laurence Bergreen tells us the
fascinating story of the man whose ship circumnavigated the globe. Europe had arrived in the East. For
centuries the only trade routes linking West Africa with the Mediterranean world were over the Sahara Desert.
We wish you an enjoyable and productive summer.


